Poetry to Heal a Split Society – 22.8.17

Nearly thirty people came on an early summer evening to this very special event of public poem reading and dialogue, in English, Hebrew and Arabic, jointly organized by Jerusalem YMCA and the Interfaith Encounter Association.

The event was the realization of a two-year vision of Hadassa Haskale – a poet herself and a very long-term participant in IEA groups. It opened with a welcome and introduction by Hadassah and an opening poem “Nowhere to Stand/Or?”, written by Hadassah, read in the three languages.

The reading part of the event included ten carefully selected poem from the anthology "Before There is Nowhere to Stand" of Israeli and Palestinian poets who respond to the conflict. The poems were divided into three parts: what unites us, what divides us and to what we aspire. Each of the poems was read in English, Arabic and Hebrew and after each part there was a pause and time was given to participants to write down their impressions and thoughts.

Finally participants divided into small groups where they shared their reflections and connected.
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Please help us keep this group active!
$100 will pay for transportation and food costs for one encounter,
$1500 will sponsor the group for a year,
$3000 will cover the costs of an intensive weekend retreat.

Please go to: Donate now (securely through Pay Pal or other options)

For Mobile-friendly donation form CLICK HERE
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บทולק והחזר התחלו המתחפשים ל.WRAP עשתה קסמת בכם כלוקי את תימנה והתחבりました ולאRails.
PLEASE CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTERFAITH ENCOUNTER ASSOCIATION.
SUPPORT ONE OR MORE OF OUR PROGRAMS AND JOIN US AS A MEMBER IN WORKING FOR INTERFAITH UNDERSTANDING AND PEACE.
All contributions are welcome, small and large!

Donate securely on-line (tax deductible in the US) at:
http://interfaithencounter.wordpress.com/donate/

Contributions made from Israel, the U.S., Switzerland and the U.K. are tax deductible.

You and others are welcome to join our e-mailing lists by sending a blank message to:
- In Israel (gets also invitations): iea-announcements-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
- Abroad (gets reports only): iea-reports-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Please note that the reports we send out do not necessarily represent the views of the Interfaith Encounter Association or even of the people who wrote them. The reports represent the views of the people who attended an encounter and their primary purpose is to give you a glimpse of what happened in the encounter.
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